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Abstract. If aX is a compactification of a locally compact space X, then the

remainder associated with aX is the space aX\X . Frequently spaces which

are quite different may have families of remainders which are related. This

must be reflected somehow in the structure of the spaces. This paper studies

one possible formulation of that similarity and its consequences.

0. Introduction

In what follows all topological spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff and locally

compact except when specifically noted. If X is a space, the set of all possible

compactifications of X, up to equivalence, will be denoted by 7777 (X). If aX

is a compactification of X then the remainder associated with aX is aX\X.

The set of all remainders of a space X will be denoted by 37 (X).
It is possible for nonhomeomorphic spaces X and Y that 37(X) =3?(Y).

This is clearly true if ßX\X is homeomorphic to ßY\Y, which may happen
even if X and Y are quite different. For example, if k is a cardinal greater

than 2C, then the Stone-Cech remainder of Y = (/?N\N) x k is homeomorphic

to /jN\N. Thus 37(Y) = 37 (N). In fact under the continuum hypothesis,
if X is a zero-dimensional, locally compact, o"-compact, noncompact space of

weight no more than c, then ßX\X and /?N\N are homeomorphic.
It may also happen that 37(X) = 37(Y) without ßX\X * ßY\Y. This is

the case if X = R+ = [0, co) and Y = R" for n > 2 [2]. £R+\R+ is an
indecomposable continua while, for example, /?R2\R2 is not.

The question we originally considered then was, given two spaces X and
Y, when is 3Î(X) =37(Y). We did not solve this problem, we only gave a

sufficient condition which ensures ßX\X = ßY\Y. The attempt to understand

the problem led to other things.
How could the sets of remainders of two spaces coincide. The intuition is

that as you go "out" in the spaces, they should appear related in some way.
This paper attempts to make this intuition precise. In doing this we introduce

a quotient lattice of the topology which reflects how the topology behaves off of
compact sets. This lattice impacts on various aspects of the compactifications
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of the space and particularly on the Stone-Cech compactification. Somewhat

unexpectedly it focuses attention on how properties such as normality are in

some sense asymptotically determined by the topology.

1. Preliminary results

Let X be a locally compact space. We consider the following equivalence
relation on the family 7T(X) of the open subsets of X: U ~ V if the symmetric
difference UAV is relatively compact. The quotient set 777(X) is, in a natural

way, a distributive lattice, because finite unions and intersections are compatible

with that equivalence relation. We will denote by [V] the equivalence class of

V. Clearly 73f(X) captures the structure of the space as you "go out" in the

space. Obviously [X] and [0] are the supremum and the infimum of 7¿?(X),

respectively. General information on lattices can be found in [1].

Proposition 1.1. Let [V] £ 2C(X). Then [V] has a complement in 2C(X) if
and only if its boundary Fr(V) is compact.

Proof. Let [V] be the complement of [V], so that F = X\(V u V) and
V n V are compact. One has Fr(V) c V u F, so we need only to prove that

Fr(V) n V is relatively compact. Since V is open, Fr(V) n V c V C\ V, so
the conclusion follows. The converse is easy to prove.   D

We will denote by %>(X) the set of the complemented elements of 777(X).

This set is a Boolean lattice (algebra).

Throughout this section we will denote by A a distributive lattice with supre-

mum 1 and infimum 0. Let a £ A. We recall that a' £ A is said to be the

pseudocomplement of a if a A a' = 0 and, for every b £ A, b A a = 0 im-
plies b < a. If each a £ A has a pseudocomplement, then A is said to be
pseudocomplemented. Obviously the pseudocomplement is unique.

We want to prove that 777 (X) is a pseudocomplemented lattice.

Proposition 1.2. Let [U]£777(X). Then the class [X\U] is the pseudocomple-

ment of [U].

Proof. Let U' = X\U = (X\U)° . Clearly [U]A[U'] = [0]. If [V] £ 757(X)
satisfies [U] A[V] = [0], then there exists a compact K c X such that (V\K)n

U = 0. Then V\K c (X\U)° = U' ; hence [V] = [V\K] < [[/'].   D

For a lattice A, let S (A) be the set of all ultrafilters in A . For a £ A put

h(a) = {& £ S(A)\a£&'}.

It is easy to see that, for every a, b £ A , one has

h(a) n h(b) = h(a A b),    h(a) U h(b) = h(a V b).

Then the family {h(a)\a £ A} is a basis for the closed subsets of a topology on
S(A). Under that topology S(A) isa Tx -compact space.

It is well known that, if A is a Boolean algebra, then S(A) is a compact
0-dimensional Hausdorff space and the Boolean algebra of its clopen subsets

is isomorphic to A . Some of these properties are still true for pseudocomple-

mented lattices.
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Lemma 1.3. Let A be a pseudocomplemented lattice. Then for every a £ A,

h(a) = S(A)\h(a').

Proof. Clearly h(a) n h(a') = 0 . Let 3r ^ h(a), that is, a <£ 7?. Then there is
b £ 7? such that a A b = 0. By the definition of pseudocomplement, one has

b < a' and this implies a' £ 7F, that is, y G h (a!).   D

Therefore one has

Proposition 1.4. Let A be a pseudocomplemented lattice. Then S (A) is a com-

pact ^-dimensional Hausdorff space.

For any space Y, we will denote by CO(Y) the Boolean algebra of the

clopen subsets of Y.

Remark. If A is pseudocomplemented, the mapping h: A -> CO(S(A)) is a
surjective lattice homomorphism. Since h(a) = h(a"), h injective implies

a = a" for every a £ A. This is true if and only if ^4 is a Boolean algebra.

For a pseudocomplemented lattice A , let A' = {a'\a £ A} . It is known that

A' is a subsemilattice of A with respect to the operation A, but, in general,

it is not a sublattice. However, A' is a Boolean algebra with respect to the

operations A and V', where a V' b = (a' A b')'.

Proposition 1.5. If A is a pseudocomplemented lattice, then the map m: S (A)
—► S(A'), defined by m(7?) = 7? n A', is a homeomorphism.

Proof. Let 77 £ S (A). First we will prove ^C\A' £ S (A'). Since the operation

A is the same for A and A', TfnA' is a proper filter. Suppose S is a filter on
A' containing 7? rxA'. Then & is a filter base on A. Let ßr* be any ultrafilter

on A containing 'S and let ae/. Since, by Lemma 1.3, h(a) = h(a"), one

has a" £ F n A' c %7. Thus a £ ¿T, so P c M7, that is, & = X. This
implies y n A' = S, so y n A' is maximal and m is well defined.

To show continuity, we note that, for a' £ A', one has m~x(h'(a')) = h(a'),

where h'(a') denotes a basic open and closed subset of 5(^4').

Let S £ S (A') and let %7 be an ultrafilter on A containing S. Clearly

m(%7) = S, so that m is surjective.
Let y, y G S (A), with & ¿ &¡. Then there exist a £ 7?, b £ 7?x such

that a A b = 0. Then one has h(a") n h(b") = 0 and this implies a" Ab" = 0.
Since a" £ 7? and b" £ &[, m(^) and m(7?¡) contain disjoint elements.
This proves that m is injective.   D

Let 7777"(X) be the set of pseudocomplements of elements of ^(X). It is

easy to see that [U] £ 777"(X) if and only if [U] contains a regular open set.

Corollary 1.6.  S(777(X))   is a compact,   O-dimensional Hausdorff space and
S(S7(X)) a S(&'(X)).

Let A be a lattice and let M (A) be the set of the maximal ideals of A . For

a £ A put

d(d) = {J7 £M(A)\a£J7}.

Then one has

d(a) n d(b) = d(a A b),       d(a) u d(b) = d(a v b).

The family {d(a)\a £ A} is a basis for (the open subsets of) a topology on
M (A). It is known that M (A), endowed with that topology, is a Tx -compact

space.
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Proposition 1.7. If X is a normal space, then M(57(X)) is Hausdorff.

Proof. Let J7X,J72 be distinct elements of M(777(X)). Then there are [U] G
J7X and [V]£J72 such that [U] V [V] = [X]. Then UuV = X\K, where K
is compact. We can replace U by U U W, where IF is a relatively compact

neighborhood of K, so we can suppose U U V = X. By normality, there are

closed subsets F c U, GcV such that FUG = X. Put S = X\F, T = X\G.
One has [U] V [S] = [X], so that [S] <¿ J7X, that is, J7X £ d([S]). Similarly,
J72 G d([T]). Since S and T are disjoint, one has d([S]) n d([T]) = 0.   D

2. Lattice homomorphisms and remainders

In this section X and Y will be locally compact noncompact spaces.

Theorem 2.1. Let X, Y be spaces and let p: 777(X) -* 77?(Y) be a lattice ho-
momorphism satisfying

(a) p([X]) = [Y];

(b) P([U]) = [0] iff[U) = [0].
Then there is a map r from 7777(X) to 777(Y) which preserves the natural order

and such that, for every aX g 777 (X), r(aX) has the same remainder as aX.
In particular, 37(X)c37(Y).

Proof. Let aX G 7777(X) and let K = aX\X. For every open set W in aX,
let Vw = WnX, Uw = WrxK. Put, on the disjoint union YxjK, the topology
generated by the family

%7 = {J{UWUT\T£P([VW])},
w

which is closed with respect to finite intersections. The original topologies are
induced on K and on Y. In fact, for W = 0, p([Vw\) = [0] is the set of all

relatively compact open subsets of Y. We want to prove that Y U K, endowed

with that topology, is a compactification of Y.
First, we will prove that the space is Hausdorff. Let p, q £ Y UK, p / q .

If p, q £ K, then they have disjoint open neighborhoods W ,W in aX.

Then p(\Vw\) A p([Vw,]) = [0], hence there exist T £ p([Vw]), V £ p([Vw>\)
with in V = 0 . Then Uw U T, Uw U V are disjoint open neighborhoods
of p and q in Y U K. Now, suppose p £ Y and let Uw U T be any basic
open neighborhood of q. Let S be a relatively compact open neighborhood

of p in Y such that S does not contain q . Then Uw U (T\S) is also a basic
neighborhood of q and it is disjoint from S.

To prove that Y U K is compact, let {Uw¡ U T¡} be a basic open cover of

Y UK. Then {Uw¡} is a cover of K. Let {c/^} be a finite subcover. This

implies that {Wj} covers all of aX except a compact set, hence \j j[Vwj\ = [X].

Therefore \/j p([Vw¿]) = [Y], that is, U; Tj covers all of Y except a compact

subset. So there exists a finite subcover of the given cover.
Finally Y is dense in Y U K. Let p £ K and let tV U T be a basic neigh-

borhood of p. Since p £ Clax(Vw), one has [Vw] ¿ [0]. Then p([Vw]) ¿ [0]
and this implies T ¿ 0 .

Then Y UK is a compactification of Y. We denote it by ax Y. If we put,

for each aX £ 377(X), r(aX) = ai Y, we need only show that r preserves the

order.
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Suppose aX <yX £ 377(X). Put Kx = yX\X. Let qya : yX -* aX be the
natural map and let q: yxY ^> axY be defined by q\trx = qYa\Kx, q\y = 1y ■ We

wish to prove that q is continuous. A basic open set in aiT is of the form

Uw U T, where W is an open subset of aX and T £ p([Vw] ■ We will prove

that q~x(Uw U T) is open in yxY. Let Wx = qYà(W), which is open in yX.

One has Wx = qYal(Uw) U Vw, so every set of the form q~ax(Uw) U 5, with

S £ p([Vw]) is open in yxY. But one has ?_1(lV UT) = qYal(Uw) U T and

T G //"([IV]), so q~x(Uw U T) is open, as we wanted.

We have proved that r(aX) < r(yX).   D

Example. If /: Y -» X is a dense compact map, then [{/] t-» [/_1 ([/)] is a map

from -^(AT) to 27 (Y) which satisfies the hypotheses of the above theorem, so

one has 3f(X)c37(Y). For example, let /: R" -» R+ be given by fi(x) = \x\.
It follows that 37(R+) c 3f(R"), for each n .

For every open subset V of X, put 27v = {[£/] G ̂ (X)|[(7] ^_[V]} . Sup-

pose T'rjf(F) is compact. It is easy to see that the map x: 27(V) -* 27(X)
given by [W] r-» [W n K] = [W/\7rr^(F)] is well defined and it is an injective

lattice homomorphism whose image is 5?v ■ Therefore 7?(V)= 7¿v ■ Further-

more it is easy to see that 37(V) c 37(X). This is trivial if X\V is compact.
Otherwise we can consider its one-point compactification (X\V) U {oo} . Then,

if a F is a compactification of V, whose remainder is K, we can identify oo
with any point of K, so that we obtain a compactification of X with remainder

K. Therefore one has

Corollary 2.2. Let X, Y be spaces and let n: 27(X) -* 5C(Y) be a lattice
homomorphism such that n([V]) = [0] if and only if [V] = [0]. Suppose
that n([X]) = [W], where [W] is a complemented element of 27(Y).  Then

37(X)c37(Y).

Proof. One has lm(r\) c 77?w which is isomorphic to 27(W). Let p: 27(X) -*
27(W) be the composition of r\ and that isomorphism. It is easy to see that
p satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, so 37(X) c 31 (W). Since W
has compact boundary (see Proposition 1.1), by the above observation one has

37(W) c 37(Y), so the conclusion follows.   D

For p £ X, we denote by JVx(p) the set of the open neighborhoods of p .

We recall that the singular set 2"(fi) of a continuous map /: Y -> X is defined

to be {p £ X\VU £ JV~x(p), f~x(U) is not relatively compact}. It is easy to see

that, if K c X is compact and K C\2eP(f) = 0, then f~x(K) is compact.

Corollary 2.3. Let f: Y -► X be a dense continuous map such that 3*(f) is

compact. Then 37(X)c3f(Y).

Proof. Let U be a relatively compact neighborhood of the singular set S"(f).

Then Frx(X\U) = Frx(U) is compact and disjoint from 79?(f). Then

/_1(X\C7) is an open subset of X whose boundary is compact. If we put,

for every open subset F of I, n([V]) = [f~l(V\U)], then n is well defined

and satisfies the hypotheses of Corollary 2.2.   D

By Theorem 2.1, 27 (X) S 27 (Y) implies 31 (X) =37 (Y). In fact more is
true.
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Theorem 2.4. If 27(X) ^27(Y), then ßX\X 3 ßY\Y.

Proof. Let p: 27(X) -> 27(Y) be an isomorphism and let r: 377(X) -* 377(Y)
be the map defined in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We want to show that
r is bijective. Since p is an isomorphism, so is p~x. Thus we can de-

fine s: 377ij) -7 377(X) in the same manner as r. We want to prove that

s°r = ljT(x) ■ Let aX £ 7%(X). We will prove that it is equivalent to s(r(aX)).

Since they have the same remainder, we need only prove that the set-theoretic

identity from s(r(aX)) to aA" is continuous. Put K = aX\X and let W

be any open subset of aX. We will prove that W is open in s(r(aX)). By

definition, if T £ p([Vw]), then W = Uw UÍ is an open subset of r(aX).

Then, by the definition of 5, every set of the form c/^uS", with S £ p~x([T]),

is open in s(r(aX)). One has Vw £ [Vw] = P~x(p([Vw])) = P~l([T])> so

Uw öVw = W is open in s(r(aX)), as we wanted. In the same way we can

prove that ros= l^r).

We know that r and s preserve the order. Therefore 7777(X) = 37'(Y),

hence, by a theorem of Magill's [6], ßX\X * ßY\Y.   D

The last theorem suggests we investigate relationships between 27(X) and

ßX\X.
We will say that the space X satisfies the condition (C) if

(ç,j Every nonrelatively compact subset of X contains a closed non-
compact subset of X.

Realcompact spaces satisfy (C). In fact, if S c X is not relatively compact,

then S is not pseudocompact. If /: S —> R is unbounded, then it is unbounded

on S. If we take, V« G N, a point x„ £ S such that |/(x„)| > n, then the set

{•X7i}t¡€N is infinite and has no accumulation point in S, so it is closed in X
and noncompact.

Paracompact spaces also satisfy (C). If we assume that there are no measur-

able cardinals, then this is a consequence of the previous statement. However

the same proof will yield the result for paracompact spaces without any assump-
tions.

Proposition 2.5. If X is normal and satisfies condition (C) then the lattice

27 (X) is isomorphic to a basis for the open subsets of ßX\X.

Proof. Put K = ßX\X, & = {K\Clßx(F)\F is a closed subset of X} . 38 is
a basis for the open subsets of K which is closed with respect to finite unions

and intersections. If F, G are closed subsets of X, then ClßX(F) n K =

Clßx(G)CiK implies FAG is relatively compact. Otherwise it would contain a

closed noncompact subset 77, so that 0 ^ 01^(77) n K c Cl^F n G) n K, a
contradiction. Then the map y/: K\ClßX(F) >-* [X\F] is well defined and it is
a lattice homomorphism from 38 onto 27(X). It is clear that y/ is bijective.

In fact the map [V] i-> K\ClßX(X\V) is the inverse of y/ .   u

Example. For X = [0, cox), 27(X) has more than two elements. In fact, if

D is the set of nonisolated points, then [X] ^ [X\D] ^ [0]. So in the above
proposition it is not sufficient to suppose that X is normal.

Let K he a compact space and let 738 he an (open) basis of K, closed with

respect to finite unions and intersections. Suppose that 1//: 38 -* 27 (X) is an
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injective homomorphism, where X is any (locally compact) space. If we put,

on the disjoint union X u K, the topology generated by the family

\J{UUV\V£W(U)},
ueáB

then we obtain a compactification of X (with remainder K). We will denote

it by X Up K. The proof can essentially be found in [3].

Proposition 2.6. Let K be a compact space and let 38 be a basis for the open

subsets of K which is closed with respect to finite unions and intersections. Let
X be any (locally compact) space. Suppose that there is a lattice isomorphism

y/ from 38 to 27 (X). Then ßX\X 3 K. Furthermore X is normal.

Proof. The hypotheses imply that we can construct the compactification X\JV K

(see above). We will prove that it is equivalent to ßX. Suppose that F and

G are disjoint closed subsets of X and let V = X\F, W = X\G. Then
[V] v [W] = [X]. If [V] = y/(Ux), [W] = y/(U2), one has Ux u U2 = K, so
Ux U V and U2XJ\V are open subsets of Xuw K whose union is Xxj¥ K. Their
complements are disjoint closed subsets of X \JV K which contain F and G

respectively. This implies that X\JV K = ßX and X is normal.   D

From this we have the following corollary which, surprisingly, shows that

normality is somehow connected to the structure of 27 (X).

Corollary 2.7. Let X,Y be spaces such that 27(X) S 27(Y). Then if X is
normal and satisfies (C), then Y is also normal.

Example. Let X = ßR\(ßN\N). Then ßX\X is homeomorphic to £N\N,
but 27(N) is not isomorphic to 27(X) since X is not normal (see the above
corollary). Therefore the converse of Theorem 2.4 does not hold.

Remark. Let coX be the Wallman extension of X (that is, the space of the

ultrafilters of closed subsets of X). Recall that coX is Hausdorff if and only
if X is normal. In this case one has coX = ßX. The proof of Proposition 2.5
also proves the following statement: if X satisfies condition (C) then 27 (X)

is isomorphic to a basis for the open subsets of coX\X. Therefore Proposition
2.6 implies that, if X satisfies (C) and coX\X is Hausdorff, then X is normal.

Now, in Proposition 2.6, let us suppose K is a Tx-compact (not necessarily

Hausdorff) space. The set W of the complements of the elements of 38 is
a basis for the closed sets of K which is also a lattice. Then we can prove

that K is homeomorphic to the space S(W) of the ultrafilters of 17?. Let us

denote by 27c (X) the lattice of the equivalence classes of closed subsets of

X with respect to the relation F « G if FAG is relatively compact. Since

[U] = [V] in 27(X) implies X\U « X\V, the lattices 27(X) and 27C(X)
are isomorphic up to exchange of the operations. So one has ^ = 27C(X) and

K S S(g') s S(2?c(X)). We can also prove that, for any space X, S(27C(X))

is isomorphic to the space of the free ultrafilters of closed subsets of X (to

prove that we can use the same kind of arguments as in Theorem 3.5, see the

next section). Then, with the same hypotheses as in Proposition 2.6, except that

K is assumed to be Tx instead of T2 , we obtain K = coX\X.
Since, clearly, M(27(X)) = S(27C(X)), we have also proved that, for each

X, M(27(X)) = coX\X (this provides another proof of Proposition 1.7). In
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particular, if X is normal, one has M(27(X)) = ßX\X. In the next theorem

we will give a direct proof of this last statement, which does not use Wallman
extensions.

Theorem 2.8. If X is normal, then ßX\X 3 M(27(X)).

Proof. Set Z = X U M(27(X)) and put on Z the topology generated by the
family {U U d([U])\U £ 77~(X)} , which is closed with respect to finite intersec-

tions (see §1). If U is relatively compact, then d([U\) = 0, so that all open
subsets of X are open in Z . Then X is an open and K is a closed subspace

of Z . Furthermore X is dense in Z .

Since M(27(X)) is Hausdorff (see Proposition 1.7), we can show that Z is

also Hausdorff, using the same kind of arguments as in the proof of Theorem

2.1. Since M(27(X)) is compact, it is easy to see that Z is also compact. In

fact, if IX, d([Ui\) = M(27(X)), then \Jni=xWi\ = [X]. Then {UödW])}»^
covers all of Z except a compact set.

To prove that Z = ßX we need only show that, if F, G are disjoint closed

subsets of X, then they have disjoint closures in Z. Put U = X\F, V =

X\G. Then U u V = X, hence (U U d([U])) U (V U d([V])) = Z , so that
Z\(Uud([U])) and Z\(V u d([V])) are closed subsets of Z containing F
and G respectively.   D

3. StONE-CeCH REMAINDERS AND SPACES OF ULTRAFILTERS

In this section we will study relationships between the Stone-Cech remainder

of a locally compact space X and the space of ultrafilters S(27(X)). Sometimes

they are clearly homeomorphic. It is well known that /?N is homeomorphic to

the space of the ultrafilters of the lattice ^(N) of all subsets of N up to finite

subsets. Clearly -2*(N) is Boolean, that is, ^(N) = g*(N).
The condition 27(X) = ê?(X) is equivalent, by Proposition 1.1, to the prop-

erty that all nowhere dense closed subsets of X are compact. All spaces such

that the set D(X) of nonisolated points is compact have this property. In fact

all nowhere dense closed subsets must be contained in D(X). Katëtov has
shown [5] that a topological space without isolated points in which all nowhere

dense subsets are compact must itself be compact.

Example. Let A be a proper infinite closed subset of /fN\N. If X = N U A
with the induced topology, then D(X) ç A is compact, hence 27(X) = ê'(X).

Even if A is taken to be a single point the family of such spaces includes 2C

homeomorphism classes.

Also, one has

Proposition 3.1. Suppose X satisfies 27(X) = %?(X). Then D(X) is countably

compact. Moreover, if D(X) has no relatively isolated points, then it is compact.

Proof. Suppose A = {ax, a2, ...} is a countably infinite subset of D(X) with-

out accumulation points. Thus A is closed in X. By hypothesis every open set

in X has compact boundary, hence Fr(X\A) is compact. Thus there is a¡ G A

such that a¡ £ Fr(X\A). Therefore a¡ must be isolated in X, a contradiction.

The remainder follows from the theorem of Katëtov mentioned above.   D

Now we need some results about compactifications with O-dimensional re-

mainders.
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For any space X we will denote by tf>X the Freudenthal compactification of

X. Then one has

Proposition 3.2. For any space X there is a natural isomorphism pfCO(<pX\X)
-*(*)■

Proof. For each compactification aX such that K = aX\X is O-dimensional,

we define a 1-1 homomorphism pa'- CO(K) —> 27(X) such that X Ußa K is
equivalent to aX (see §2 for the definition of X UAo K). For U £ CO(K) let
U' = K\U .LetW,W'he disjoint open subsets of aX such that Wc\K = U,
W'nK = U'. Let V = WnX, V' = W'f]X. Note that X\(V(JV) is compact,
hence [V] is the complement of [V] in 27(X). The closed set F = aX\W

satisfies F n K c F°. Thus the class [V] is independent on the choice of W

(see [3, proof of Theorem 4]). We put pa(U) = [V]. It is easy to prove that pa

is a lattice homomorphism, with pa(K) = [X], and %?a = Im(/¿Q) is a Boolean

subalgebra of £7(X). Furthermore pa(U) = [0] if and only if U = 0 and
this implies that pa is injective. To prove that X U^ K is equivalent to aX

it is sufficient to observe that, by the definition of pa , the subsets of the form

UöT, T £ pa(U), which are the basic open subsets of lu,,,, K, are also open

in aX.
On the other hand, if %7 is a Boolean subalgebra of ê?(X), let K be a

O-dimensional compact space such that CO(K) is isomorphic to J? (that is,

K s S(%)). Let yi: CO(K) -* 27(X) be the composition of that isomorphism

and the inclusion map and put a AT = Xxjv K. Then one has %7a = % ■ So the

correspondence aX i-+ ̂  is a bijection from the set of the compactifications

of X with O-dimensional remainder to the set of the Boolean subalgebras of
S'(X). We want to prove that ^ = %(X). To do that it is sufficient to show

that %7a c %7Y implies aX < yX. (Actually the converse is also true.) If K

andKx are the remainders ofaX and yX, respectively, we can put aX =

Xd^K, yX = X Ußy Kx . Since p = p~x o j o pa: CO(K) - CO(Kx) is a 1-1

homomorphism, there is a surjective continuous function p* : Kx -»Í such
that p*'x(U) = p(U), VÍ7 G CO(K). Let us define q: yX -► aX to be the
identity map on X and to be equal to p* on the remainder A^i. We need only

prove that q is continuous. Let U U V, with U £ CO(K) and V £ pa(U), be

a basic open subset of aX. One has q~l(U U V) = p*'x(U) U V = p(U) U V.

Since, by definition of p, py(p(U)) = pa(U) = [V], q~x(UxjV) is a basic open

set of yX.   D

Corollary 3.3. If 27(X) = g(X), then S(27(X)) S ßX\X.

Proof. By the above proposition, CO(4>X\X) = 27(X), hence, by Proposition

2.6, ßX\X s <j>X\X (that is, ßX = <¡>X). Then S(27(X)) = S(Z(X)) *

S(CO(<t>X\X)) = <pX\X = ßX\X.   D

From the proof of Proposition 3.2 we can also deduce some results about

O-dimensional remainders. We denote by 3?o(X) the set of the O-dimensional

remainders of X (up to homeomorphism).

Proposition 3.4. Let X be a space and let K be a O-dimensional compact space.

Then K is a remainder of X if and only if CO(K) is isomorphic to a Boolean
subalgebra of %7(X). If Y is another space, then 37o(X) c 370(Y) if and only
if £?(X) is isomorphic to a Boolean subalgebra of <7?(Y).
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Now we want to prove that, for any space X, ßX\X is a continuous image

of S(27(X)).
We denote, as usual, by EX the absolute of X, that is, the set of the con-

vergent ultrafilters in 7T(X). It is known that ßEX can be identified with the

Gleason space S(7T(X)). The family {h(U)\U £ 3^(X)} is a clopen basis for
S(3~(X)) (in fact 7T(X) is a pseudocomplemented lattice, see §1). Information

on absolutes and related results can be found in abundance in [7].

Theorem 3.5. For any space X, there exists a natural homeomorphism px'.

S(27(X)) -► ßEX\EX.

Proof. For each F g S(27(X)) let y denote the collection

9F = {V£3r(X)\[V]£F}.

Clearly y is a filter in 3~(X) and we will show that it is maximal. Let

Vo £ 3~(X) such that V0nV ¿0 for every V £&? . This implies that V0nV

cannot be relatively compact, otherwise V\Vo n V, which is equivalent to V,

would be an element of y disjoint from Vq . Then [V0] A [V] / [0] for each

[V] £ F and this implies [V0] £ F, that is, V0 £ 3$. Thus &F £ ßEX.
But it is clear that y cannot be convergent, otherwise it would contain some

relatively compact open subsets of X, that is, [0] G F . Then 7?? G ßEX\EX

and we put px(F) = y .
The map px is injective. If T^ , F2 are distinct elements of S(27(X)). Then

there exist [Vx] £ Fx, [V2] g F2 with [Vx] A [V2] = [0]. This means that there
exist disjoint open sets Ux, U2, equivalent to Vx, V2 , respectively. But one

has Ux £ px(Fx), U2 £ Px(E2), so that px(Fx) # px(F2).
Now let y G ßEX\EX. The set F = {[V] g 27(X)\V g 3r} is closed with

respect to finite intersection and does not contain [0]. In fact, if 3r contained
a relatively compact set, it would be convergent. Then 7" is a filter base, so it

is contained in an ultrafilter whose image must be y. (Actually one can prove

that F is an ultrafilter.) We have shown that px is surjective.

Since S(27(X)) is compact, we will be done if we show that px is continu-

ous. But it is easy to see that, for each U £ 3~(X), one has

pxx(h(U)xl(ßEX\EX)) = h([U]).

This completes the proof.   D

Corollary 3.6. For any space X, there exists a surjective continuous function

gx:S(27(X))^ßX\X.

Proof. We can take gx = lx°Px , where ¡x'- ßEX\EX -> ßX\X is the natural
map which takes each ultrafilter to its limit point.   D

Now we want to give an equivalent condition for gx to be injective. Of

course, if this is the case, gx is a homeomorphism and ßX\X is O-dimensional.

This is also equivalent to lx being a homeomorphism.

We recall that 27'(X), the set of pseudocomplemented elements of 27(X),
is a Boolean algebra with respect to the operations A and V' (see §1) and, by

Proposition 1.5, there is a natural homeomorphism m : S(27(X)) —> S(27'(X)).

Clearly ^(X) is a subalgebra of 27'(X). We note that the operations V and
V' coincide on B'(X).
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It is known that, if /: A —► B is a homomorphism of Boolean algebras then

the map /* : S(B) -* S(A), defined by f*(3r) = f~x(3r) is continuous and it

is bijective (hence a homeomorphism) if and only if / is an isomorphism. So,

if we put K = (f>X\X, then, by Proposition 3.1, we have a homeomorphism

/*;: S(%(X)) -* S(CO(K)). We can identify S(CO(K)) and K, that is, we

identify each ultrafilter of clopen subsets of K with its limit point. So one has,

for G £ S(Z(X)), p;(G) = y, where {y} = f){U £ CO(K)\p^(U) £ G} .

Lemma 3.7. Let j: i?(X) —* 27'(X) be the inclusion map and let t = j* o

m: S(27(X)) -* S(&(X)). Let q: ßX\X -* <j>X\X be the restriction of the
natural map. Then the diagram

S(27(X)) —^ ßX\X

1<      _     1«
S(?(X)) -^-> <t>x\x

commutes.

Proof. Let K = <f>X\X. For F G S(27(X)), put p = gx(F) and z = q(p).
Let G = t(F) =Fxl %(X) and y = p¿(G). We need to prove y = z . One has

{p}= n aßX(v)c n cißX(T).
[V]£F [T]€G

This implies z G Dmec Cl^T1) • ^ me definition of p^ it is clear that, for

every U G CO(K) and for every T £ /i^(U) one has U = C1^X(T) n K. Then
z G r\{U\pi(U) £G} = {y} , that is, z = y.    D

Theorem 3.8. Let X be a space. Then gx is injective if and only if 27" (X) =
%(X).

Proof. We use notation as in the above lemma. If F(X) = 27'(X), that is, the

inclusion map j is an isomorphism, then j* is a homeomorphism, so that t
is also a homeomorphism. Thus, by the above lemma, gx is injective.

Now, suppose gx is injective. Then ßX\X is O-dimensional, so that q is the

identity map. Then p^ot is a homeomorphism and t is also a homeomorphism.

Therefore j* is a homeomorphism, so that the inclusion map j is bijective.
This completes the proof.   D

Remark. It is easy to see that 27'(X) = %?(X) if and only if, for every open

set U c X, U has compact boundary. This is also equivalent to the condition
that every regular open set has compact boundary. In particular, this is true

for every extremally disconnected space. Hence, the condition 27'(X) = W(X)

is intermediate between ßX\X being O-dimensional and X being extremally
disconnected.

Proposition 3.9. If X is normal and satisfies condition (C) then lx (equiva-

lently, gx) is irreducible.

Proof. Let A be a proper closed subset of ßEX\EX . Then there is a nonempty
subset of the form h(V) n (ßEX\EX) which does not meet A . Then V is
not relatively compact (otherwise every element of h(V) would be convergent).

Put  W = ßX\Clßx(X\V).   Then  W n X = V and  W C\ K ¿ 0.   In fact
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W xi K = y/~x([V\), where y/ is the isomorphism defined in the proof of

Proposition 2.5. Let y £ W n K. For each y G ßEX\EX converging to y,
one has, clearly, V £7F, that is, 9r £ h(V). Therefore y <¿ lx(Ä).   G
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